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receive accessions of deposit with extreme slowness-and

where therefore the present surface may contain the dust

of a long succession of years-that it may be expected to

be possible to detect them.""

The abundant deposit of peroxide of mau.ganes&over the

floor of the deep sea is one of the most singular features

of recent discovery. It occurs as an earthy incrustation

round bits of pumice, bones, and other objects (Fig. 175).

The nodules possess a concentric arrangement of lines not

unlike those of urinary calculi.

That they are formed on the spot, '. "
and not drifted from a distance,

' "

was made abundantly clear from

their containing abysmal organ
" . .
isms, and inclosing more or less I

of the surrounding bottom, what-




"
ever its nature might happen to \..




P
be More recently Mr. J Y. ...

Buchanan dredged similar small Fig.
the ocean-bottom (Murray

and Renard).
manganese concretions from some spheri1e of bronzite (mag. 25 diam.)

showing the aspect of the chon-
of the deeper parts of Loch dres found In the abysmal depos-

its. From a depth of 8500 fathoms,

Fyne,20' and subsequently Dr.

John Murray found them abundantly at 10 fathoms in

the Firth of Clyde. The formation of such concretions

may be analogous to the solution and deposition of oxides

of iron and manganese by organic acids, as on lake-floors,

bogs, etc. (p. 810).° in connection with the chemical
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et seq.
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308 Different views have been expressed by Dr. John Murray and Mr. 3. Y.
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